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Liste des documents classés par thématiques SECONDE

Prise de notes
Création/architecture-design

Document

Présentation

16. Colour vision

CECR
B1+/B2

Dr Gillian Rice explores the role of colour in human and animal life.
A new kind of real ale to be sold in supermarkets has recently been put
on the market. Presenter Peter White discusses the new product with
Nigel McNally, commercial director of Charles Well's brewery, and
Andrew Jefford, award winning drink writer.

Création/innovation industrielle

7. Real Ale

Création/musique

11. Aiming high:
making music

Secondary-school pupils and professional musicians take part in the
joint project Aiming high. Both groups experience a turning-point. What
does this moment of change amount to for each?

B1+/B2

Création/TV

10. Children and TV

Is it a good idea for children to have a TV set or video in their bedroom?
Liz Barclay puts the question to Isabel Reed, children's programme
manager at ITC and Jim White, Guardian journalist.

B1+

Échanges/industrie - Internet et divertissement

15. Entertainment and Heather Paton asks a number of experts for their opinion on the new
the internet
chances that the internet offers the 'old' media of radio and television.

Échanges/industrie de la beauté

6. Body shop

Échanges/l'industrie high tech

4. Lucent

Échanges/tourisme

9. Air travel

Lien social/ violences urbaines

8. Driving licence

Lien social/divisions communautaires (sociales) 5. Lost boy
Lien social/explosion urbaine
Lien social/l'explosion urbaine
Lien social/l'explosion urbaine
Lien social/violence

Lien social/violence

A customer complained about the local Body Shop in Newcastle.
Lucent Technologies is in trouble and has decided to restructure its
work force.
Presenter Richard Daniel chairs a discussion with a small panel of
speakers (Philip Stott, Roger Wiltshire, Susan Hatfield and Derek
Moore) about the environmental effect of air travel.
Presenter Trixie Rawlinson discusses the government proposal with
Keith Cameron from the British School of Motoring and Dave Rogers
from ROSPA (Royal Society for Preventing Accidents).
A lost boy was found wandering the streets of Bermondsey.

The introduction of new Connex train carriages has given nothing but
19. New Trains
problems so far.
2. Railtrack
Report on a train accident at Edinborough Waverley Station.
West Yorkshire police is investigating the use of violence by one of its
3. Police violence
officers.
12. Crime figures
Recent crime figures in the UK show the first rise in six years.
Libby Purves, presenter, talks to two victims of bullying, Sebastian
Powell (13, who was bullied at school and Alison Campbell, who was
13. Bullying at school bullied in the workplace. She discusses the subject with Maggie Turner,
and in the workplace Manager of Chips (Childline in Partnerships with Schools) and Val
Wallace, Senior Executive of the Andrea Adams Trust (which deals with
workplace-bullying).

B1

B1+/B2
B1
A2/B1
B1+

B1+

A2/B1
B1+/B2
A2/B1
A2/B1
B1+/B2

B1+/B2

